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Abstract 

Trust is regarded as a product of social and cultural institutions and an irrational choice 
in sociology. Economists and sociologists have tried to analyze the decision-making 
process of trust by adopting rational choice theory and new institutional economics 
since the 1970s. Trust is regarded as a rational game behavior under the risk condition 
of in economics. After all, none of these studies goes beyond the prisoner's dilemma with 
asymmetric information. The progress of technology has provided concrete solutions to 
the research of trust. The blockchain technology has changed the trust on people and 
institutions into the trust on technology. 
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1. Introduction 

In the face of the economic recession and crisis of confidence caused by the global outbreak of 
the pandemic, it is still of great importance to further study the issue of trust. With the constant 
changes of political, economic and cultural environment of the society, the study of trust has 
experienced the historical evolution from different perspectives such as psychology, sociology, 
economics and technical science, and the interpretation of the connotation and function of trust 
has been changing accordingly. Psychology mainly studies interpersonal trust from the 
perspective of personality, while social psychology mainly analyzes the issue of trust from the 
perspective of interpersonal relationship. Sociology studies trust relationships mainly from the 
influence of institution, society and culture on people. Early last century, the sociologist Simmel 
[1] argued that in the transition from the traditional society to the modern one, the main type 
of trust evolved from personality trust to institutional trust, Luhmann [2] regarded trust as a 
simplification mechanism, which could simplify social complexity and he divided trust into 
interpersonal trust and institutional trust. Fukuyama [3] emphasized that trust was an 
irrational choice and an important force to promote economic prosperity, but culture was more 
important than institutions. From the 1970s to the 1990s, due to the excessive attention paid 
to the social systems, the sociological research on trust gradually fell into the mire of grand 
theories, and the gap between micro and macro studies became obvious [4]. 

The major sociological studies of the early 20th century regarded trust as a social and cultural 
phenomenon and an irrational choice. After the 1970s, economics began to study trust with 
rational choice theory. Rational choice of the second generation of neoclassical economics 
linked the research of economics and sociology on trust. New institutional economics relaxed a 
series of hypotheses of neoclassical economics, studied trust under the hypothesis that people 
were “bounded rationality” and “opportunism”, introduced asymmetric information and 
transaction costs into economics, and brought institutions and culture into the analysis of 
individual actions as internal variables. The goal of institutional economics is to study how 
people make decisions in the real world in the context of institutional evolution, and how these 
decisions change the world. In Institution, Institutional Change and Economic Performance, 
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Douglas North [5] pointed out that institutional changes rather than technological changes, 
determined economic growth, emphasizing the study of people, institutions and economic 
activities and their interrelationships. In addition, after the research method of the game theory 
was introduced into economics, economists and sociologists jointly studied the trust behavior 
of people by taking the system as an endogenous variable based on the limited rationality, 
opportunism and information asymmetry of people, holding that in fact, trust was a kind of 
rational calculation by people to avoid risks and reduce transaction costs, emphasizing that 
trust was the result of repeated games. This paper mainly summarizes the research on trust 
from the perspective of economics since the 1970s and how the emergence of blockchain 
technology has provided useful methods for the research on trust. 

2. A review and comment of the main research literature on trust from 
the perspective of economics 

The first economist to study trust was Adam Smith. In The Theory of Moral Sentiments 
published in 1759, he paid attention to the relationship between trust and human economic 
behavior, and pointed out that the economic activity was based on social habits and moral 
foundation, the moral foundation here refers to the trust between people, that is, economic 
activity is based on trust between people [6]. Subsequently, some economists, such as Arrow  
[7] and Williamson [8], also studied trust with the rational choice theory. They saw trust as a 
rational act of calculation by people to avoid risks and reduce transaction costs. Later, 
sociologists Coleman [9] and Granovet [10] adopted the theory of rational choice from the field 
of economics to the field of sociology. They held that both sides of trust were “economic men” 
of rational calculation. As a kind of social capital, trust could reduce the cost of supervision and 
punishment. The study of rational choice had gradually expanded beyond the scope of 
economics to the fields of culture, politics and psychology, and became an important path of 
interdisciplinary research. 

Kenneth Arrow [7], winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics, emphasized that trust was 
ubiquitous in economic activity(life), and trust had great practical value. Trust was a product, 
they had real and practical economic value, and could increase the efficiency of the system. 

The following analysis reviews the work of three leading economists. 

2.1. Rational Choice Theory to Analyze The Trust Problem 

A representative study is that James S. Coleman [9], professor of sociology at the University of 
Chicago, devoted an entire chapter to the relationship of trust in The Foundations of Social 
Theory. He used rational choice theory to analyze trust. Coleman introduced the principles and 
methods of rational men and rational choice of economics into sociology, which not only 
provided new ideas for sociology to explain the contradiction between human and society, 
micro and macro perspectives, but also connected sociology with economics [11]. 

Coleman analyzed the issue of “trust” from the hypothesis that people's actions pursued the 
maximization of purpose, rationality and benefit. He pointed out that “when trading in an ideal 
market, the asymmetry in the timing of the delivery of goods by both parties, since it takes time 
for both parties to complete the delivery, creates risks for unilateral actions and for any aspect 
of resources that must be invested before payment can be made, and legal contracts can reduce 
some of the risks.” 

In non-economic transactions, however, where value is difficult to calculate accurately or 
cannot be calculated numerically at all, new instruments are needed to replace contracts, 
according to which possible risks are taken into account when deciding whether to take certain 
actions. The use of the term “trust” here means that risk must be fully taken into account when 
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making decisions. An action involving trust is one of many risk actions in which the degree of 
risk an individual takes depends on how the transaction is completed by other actors [9]. 

By analyzing four examples of trust, Coleman offered a four-point analysis of trust giving: “First, 
the giving of trust is the premise for the agent to take actions; Second, if the agent is trustworthy, 
the benefits obtained by the principal through giving the trust are greater than the benefits 
obtained by refusing to trust the agent; Third, the giving of trust involves the principal 
voluntarily giving certain resources to the agent without any commitment from the agent; 
Fourth, the agent must take some action at some point in the future. The precondition of the 
above principles is that in order to maximize personal benefit under risk conditions, the 
principal must choose between refusing to trust and giving trust [9]. Here, Coleman saw both 
sides of trust as being in a prisoner's dilemma with asymmetric information. It is a decision 
model under risk condition in decision theory. Unlike a social exchange based on voluntary 
action by both parties, the giving of trust may be a unilateral voluntary action by the principal. 

2.2. Transaction Cost Economics to Analyze The Trust Problem 

Later, in the tenth chapter of Governance Mechanism [8], Williamson used the method of 
calculating economic reasoning to study the incomprehensible concept of trust in the 
framework of transaction cost economics and put forward different opinions. As a risk of trust, 
the risk one person takes depends on the behavior of another actor in various states of trust. 
The hypothesis of transaction cost economics is that people are bounded rational and 
opportunistic, and trust is the cornerstone of economic activities. Williamson divided trust into 
calculated trust, personal trust and institutional trust and found that even if trust could be 
calculated, it was difficult to calculate when externalities exist [8]. 

Personal trust is thus characterized by a lack of control, favorable or forgiving preference and 
separateness. This relationship is obviously very special. While some individuals may have a 
natural instinct to act without calculation, others will need to make things clear. Without regard 
to the institutional environment, personal trust becomes incalculable. Institutional trust refers 
to the social and organizational environment in which contracts are embedded. This 
environment encompasses such aspects as social culture, politics, regulation, professionalism, 
networking, and corporate culture [8].  

2.3. Social Networks Theory to Analyze The Trust Problem 

Later, in his book Society and Economy: Trust, Power and Institutions [10], Mark Granovetter, 
a professor of sociology at Stanford University and a representative of new economic sociology, 
used theoretical and empirical methods and embed economic behaviors into social networks. 
He put forward the theory of social network, found a theoretical framework with analytical 
ability between institutional determinism and rational choice determinism, successfully built a 
bridge between macro institutional analysis and micro behavioral analysis, and connected 
economics with sociology. 

The beginning part of the book divided economic phenomena into three levels: the first level 
was individual actions; the second level was economic actions outside the individual level, 
which is called “economic outcomes”; and the third level was economic institutions. In this way, 
he linked the individual behavior at the micro level with the interaction between medium and 
macro social and economic environment. 

In the third chapter of the book “Trust in Economy”, he said from the start [10] : “Trust is very 
important, the concept of trust and trustworthy behavior is crucial for any economic assets, 
which can guide people to cooperate and generate kind acts better than pure self-interest act. 
Trust is important, and as some economists often point out, the cooperation it brings can save 
a lot of the cost of early warning and supervision.” 
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He divided trust into five categories: 1. Trust based on knowledge of other people or calculation 
of interests (rational choice theory). In other words, people needed to accurately measure the 
gains or losses caused by the possible actions of others. In other words, trust had benefits and 
costs. 2. Trust based on personal relationship, which was a kind of mutual benefit trust; 3. Trust 
based on group and network identities. 4. Institution-based trust; 5. Norm-based trust; Trust is 
only a manifestation of the “culture” and norms of a country, region, race, religion or other 
social group [10]. 

A more comprehensive study of trust will explore the social and institutional "sums" in a more 
three-dimensional way, and the exploration will involve how political, historical, 
macroeconomic, and other institutional implications explain higher levels of trust. Some 
concepts of social networks were proposed to provide important clues to explain when trust 
could or could be aggregated from the micro level to the macro level [10]. 

To sum up, economists adopted the hypothesis of “rational economic man” in neoclassical 
economics and the cost-benefit analysis method to study trust. Their research on trust is 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Trust has real and practical economic values; it can improve system efficiency [7]. 

(2) Trust is a rational behavior under risk conditions and the result of the rational game 
between the principal and the agent [9]. 

(3) Some researcher divided trust into calculated trust, personal trust and institutional trust, 
and found that even if trust could be calculated, it was difficult to calculate when there were 
externalities [8]. 

(4) Some researcher used theoretical and empirical methods to embed economic behaviors into 
social networks, and divided trust into: trust based on knowledge of other people or calculation 
of interests; trust based on personal relationship; trust based on group and network identities; 
institution-based trust; norm-based trust [10]. 

3. The Limitations of Trust Study by Sociologists and Economists 

In the preliminary study with Mian Du, I reviewed the trust research by western sociologists, 
and pointed out the limitation of the research on trust in sociology: “although sociological 
research on trust can analyze from individuals at the micro level to social relations, institutions 
and cultures at the macro level, as its research field is irrational social theory, emphasizing the 
influence of institution, social structure and culture on individual behavior, the mainstream 
view of sociology emphasizes more that people's thinking and behavior are restricted by 
institutions, environments and concept systems By the 1970s, the sociological study of trust 
had stalled [12].  

Sociologists regard trust as a product of social and cultural institution, and an irrational choice, 
while economists regard trust as a rational game behavior under risk conditions. These studies 
have not gone beyond the prisoner's dilemma under asymmetric information after all, and the 
progress of technology has provided specific solutions to the study of trust. As Fukuyama [3] 
pointed out, one of the most consistent and popular topics among futurists of the information 
age was that the technological revolution sounds the death bell for all kinds of hierarchies -- 
political, economic, and social. 

4. Blockchain technology transformed people’s trust in institutions into 
the trust in technologies 

The emergence of blockchain technology has brought challenges to the economy and society, 
brought about the reform of fintech system, and fintech innovation brought about the 
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innovation of economic system, and brought a dawn to the trust problem between the two sides 
in the game under the condition of asymmetric information. 

What is blockchain and why can it solve the problem of the absence of trust?  

Blockchain is an accounting technology jointly maintained by multiple parties, with secure 
transmission and access through cryptography, enabling it to achieve consistent data storage, 
making it difficult to tamper with, and denial can be prevented. It is also known as Distributed 
Ledger Technology [13]. 

In October 2015, The Economist published a paper by Jon Berkley titled Blockchain: The 
Machine of Trust [14], which linked the blockchain technology with trust.  

What is trust? Trust is a bridge in clouds that cannot be seen through, connecting the two 
partners. Want to cooperate? Ok, cross the bridge. What if you can't see the bridge? What if I 
don't know what the other person thinks? Choose to believe or not to believe. People are 
constantly exchanging information and playing games before, during and after the choice for 
this cooperation and future cooperation [16]. 

This is so similar to the four examples analyzed by Coleman, in which the principal has to choose 
between not trusting and trusting so as to maximize personal benefits under risk conditions. 
This is the “prisoner dilemma”, the most classic example in the game theory. The prisoner 
dilemma discusses about how the two sides of the game choose whether to cooperate or not 
under the condition of information asymmetry.  

Here, the author told a story of what trust is. The bridge is the incomplete information in the 
game, and the fact that the thoughts of the person on the other side cannot be completely known 
is the imperfect information. But people always have to judge and trust, otherwise there would 
be no cooperation in the human society, let alone development [16].  

The distributed, decentralized, transparent, open, unchangeable and anonymous features of 
blockchain make this technology the foundation of trust. The greater potential of blockchain 
lies in the solution to the absence of trust.  

Blockchain is no longer dependent on a central processing node but is rather a decentralized 
distributed database consisting of a sequence of crypto-generated data blocks containing data 
records that cannot be tampered with for a certain period of time. Norms and protocols based 
on consensus enable all nodes in the system to freely and safely exchange, record and update 
data. The trust in individuals or institutions is replaced by the trust in the system, where any 
human intervention won’t work [15]. 

The game-changing feature of blockchain is that it changed the trust in people into the trust in 
technology through the blockchain technology. In a blockchain system, once information passes 
verification, it can be stored forever, thus making the data stable and reliable, lowering 
transaction and time costs, improving transaction efficiency, building trust relationships 
between both sides and realizing information symmetry between them.  
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